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The ton is a unit of measure.It has a long history and has acquired a number of meanings and uses over the
years. It is used principally as a unit of mass. Its original use as a measurement of volume has continued in
the capacity of cargo ships and in terms such as the freight ton.
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Dynamite is an explosive made of nitroglycerin, sorbents (such as powdered shells or clay) and stabilizers. It
was invented by the Swedish chemist and engineer Alfred Nobel in Geesthacht, and patented in 1867. It
rapidly gained wide-scale use as a more powerful alternative to black powder.. Today dynamite is mainly
used in the mining, quarrying, construction, and demolition industries.
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1. Introduction. A blast generates ground shock and vibration which may cause damage to the surrounding
structures. In the recent decades, blast-induced ground shocks and their propagation in rock mass have been
drawing more and more attention.
Determination of blast-induced ground vibration equations
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T.N.T. Ã¨ il secondo album in studio del gruppo musicale australiano AC/DC, pubblicato in Australia il 1Âº
dicembre 1975 dall'Albert Productions e il 18 novembre 1997 negli Stati Uniti d'America dall'Atlantic Records
T.N.T. (album AC/DC) - Wikipedia
DETERMINATION OF EARTH PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS FOR LARGE-SCALE RETENTION
STRUCTURES 1.0 Introduction Various earth pressure theories assume that soils are homogeneous,
isotropic and horizontally
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People drink to socialize, celebrate, and relax. Alcohol often has a strong effect on peopleâ€”and throughout
history,people have struggled to understand and manage alcoholâ€™s power.
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In the original design, the ties are supposed to overlap, kind of like a wrap dress, with one crossing your
chest inside and being pulled tight and anchored into the side seam and then the "outside" tie connects to a
"connector" tie sewn into the opposite side seam.
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